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Photoinduced light scattering �PILS� in nominally undoped LiNbO3 with the mixed photovoltaic and diffu-
sion charge transports is studied theoretically and experimentally. All parameters describing the holographic
behavior of LiNbO3 are received from the angular distribution of the scattering intensity: gain factor �,
diffusion field ED, photovoltaic field Epv, and frequency detuning ��di. The technical advantage of this PILS
method is the low requirement of mechanical stability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Propagation of laser beams in photorefractive crystals is
always accompanied by the effect of the photoinduced light
scattering �PILS�.1–3 PILS is the result of amplification of the
scattered light due to the nonlinear coupling with the pump
beam on noisy photorefractive index gratings. Particularly, a
rich variety of scattering processes is reported in LiNbO3, a
promising nonlinear optic material. PILS can be a serious
drawback of the crystal because it strongly reduces the
signal-to-noise ratio in different applications.4,5 At the same
time, it is shown that the PILS phenomenon can be alterna-
tively implemented in different optical schemes of image
amplification and processing.6–8 Also, since PILS is the char-
acteristic fingerprint of light amplification processes and
strongly depends on crystal properties, it can be a very useful
tool for a comprehensive determination and analysis of vari-
ous characteristics of photorefractive crystals.9–12 All of this
makes a detailed theoretical and experimental study of the
scattering, an important task nowadays.

One of the most fascinating PILS manifestations in
LiNbO3 is the wide-angle polarization-isotropic scattering
induced by a single pump beam of the extraordinary polar-
ization. This scattering is particularly efficient in iron and
cooper doped samples characterized by the strong photovol-
taic effect. The physics of this scattering process is an ongo-
ing discussion. The photorefractive response driven by the
photovoltaic charge transport is local and does not allow the
stationary energy exchange between recording waves as it
takes place in Sr0.61Ba0.39Nb2O6 �SBN� or in BaTiO3. Here,
the diffusion charge transport provides a purely nonlocal re-
sponse and results in the scattering amplification in the di-
rection opposite to the polar c axis of the crystal.1,13 Surpris-
ingly, the scattering observed in LiNbO3 is very efficient and
it shows different spatial properties: The scattering pattern
consists of two lobes in �c directions. Only recently, the
model of two-wave mixing �2WM� on moving gratings re-
corded at the presence of a low-frequency noise was pro-
posed, which is able to explain the amplification of the
scattering in photorefractive crystals with dominating photo-
voltaic response.2

In the present work, the detailed theoretical and experi-
mental study of the wide-angle polarization-isotropic PILS is
carried out for undoped lithium niobate. The scattering
model is considered for the case of diffusion having a mag-
nitude comparable with the photovoltaic effect. Properties of
initial and stationary scattering are measured in a wide an-
gular range. The new method of determination of the angular
dependence of the coupling coefficient as well as of diffusion
and photovoltaic fields from the scattering profiles is devel-
oped. A good agreement of the experimental and theoretical
results is demonstrated.

II. MODEL OF WIDE-ANGLE POLARIZATION-
ISOTROPIC PHOTOINDUCED LIGHT SCATTERING

IN LiNbO3

The wide-angle polarization-isotropic scattering is the re-
sult of nonlinear amplification of coherent optical noise at
the expense of the pump beam via 2WM on elementary
noisy gratings of the index of refraction. The coherent optical
noise is the initial scattering that emerges on optical inhomo-
geneities of the crystal and interferes with the pump beam. It
has the same polarization as the incident light and propagates
at different angles �s

in in the crystal. A multitude of single
gratings K=kp−ks is recorded by pairs of pump �kp� and
scattering �ks� waves via the photorefractive effect:14 Succes-
sive processes of the photoexcitation of electrons �dominat-
ing electric carriers� in bright interference fringes and their
posterior migration and trapping in dark interference fringes
yield the space-charge field, which spatially modulates the
index of refraction via the linear electro-optic effect. The
diffusion and the photovoltaic effect are considered as main
charge transports in undoped LiNbO3. The largest electro-
optic coefficient r33 determines the development of the stron-
gest scattering in the plane of incidence.

An effective amplification of the scattering via 2WM re-
quires a nonzero mismatch between interference and refrac-
tive index patterns. The bidirectional scattering pattern is
elongated in �c directions, as reported for LiNbO3,15–17 that
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assumes the same grating shift in �c directions. In the limit
of an elastic scattering ��s=�p�, the local photovoltaic
charge transport provides a recording of unshifted gratings,
which does not contribute to the stationary scattering ampli-
fication. Diffusion-driven gratings possess a � /2 phase shift,
and 2WM on these gratings causes the amplification of the
light scattered only in the −c direction. Therefore, the one-
directional scattering pattern is expected, which contradicts
to the experimental observations. In Ref. 2 this problem is
solved by taking into account small frequency detuning �
=�p−�s between pump and scattering waves. A nonzero fre-
quency difference causes a permanent mismatch between
moving interference patterns and recorded index gratings.
This additional shift reduces the diffusion contribution to the
scattering amplification but enables a considerable enhance-
ment of the scattering via the photovoltaic response. Fre-
quency detuning in scattered light is experimentally detected
in different photorefractive materials.2,17,18 The nature of
such detuning is not yet well studied.

The analysis is based on the simplified 2WM solution
derived in the undepleted pump approximation. The station-
ary intensity of the scattering amplified on the grating K is

Is = Iso
� exp��leff� , �1�

where Iso
� is the initial scattering intensity, which properties

are governed by a low-frequency noise, � is the coupling
coefficient �or gain factor�, and leff is the effective coupling
length. We assume normal incidence of the single laser beam
of extraordinary polarization to the c axis of the crystal in the
following, as shown in Fig. 1. Also, only scattering waves
propagating in the plane of incidence are considered.

A. Coupling coefficient �(�s)

The coefficient � in Eq. �1� describes the efficiency of the
pump-scattering coupling at the presence of a low-frequency

noise in the photorefractive response resulting in small fre-
quency detuning � between interacting waves. This is
equivalent to 2WM on a single grating moving in space with
a speed v=2��K−1. We assume that the main contribution to
the frequency detuning is caused by temporal fluctuations in
the photoelectric processes of the formation of the space-
charge field and the electro-optic modulation of the refractive
index.

Taking into account the normal incidence of the pump
beam and the off-axis propagation of scattering components,
� can be written as14,19

� = Re� i4��n

	�cos �s
in�1 + i��di�

� , �2�

where �s
in is the scattering angle measured from the propaga-

tion direction of the pump beam, �di is the Maxwell relax-
ation time, and Epv��s

in� is the grating amplitude dependent
on the linear electro-optic coefficients leff��s

in� and Iso
���s

in�,
and the refractive indices ne and no,

�n =
Esc

2m
�ne

3r33 cos �s
in cos��s

in

2
� + neno

2r42 sin �s
in sin��s

in

2
�	 ,

�3�

where m is the modulation depth. Esc is the amplitude of the
space-charge field induced in the crystal,

Esc = im

ED + iEpv

1 +

ED+iaEpv

Eq

, �4�

where a=Na / �Nd+Na� is the oxidation-reduction factor de-
pendent on the concentration of donors Nd and acceptors Na.
Photorefractive active donors and acceptors in LiNbO3 are
identified as Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions, respectively. ED, Epv, and Eq
in Eq. �4� are the characteristic diffusion, photovoltaic, and
saturation fields,

ED =
4�nekBT sin� �s

in

2 �
	e

, Epv =
�Ip

�ph + �d
,

Eq =
e	Neff

4�33o sin� �s
in

2 � , �5�

where T is the absolute temperature, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, e is the unit electric charge, � is the photovoltaic
coefficient, Ip is the pump intensity, �ph and �d are the photo
and dark conductivities, respectively, 33o is the static di-
electric constant, and Neff= �NdNa /Nd+Na� is the effective
trap density. In the as-grown LiNbO3, the photoconductivity
is typically much higher than the dark conductivity, �ph
��d. In Eq. �4�, the diffusion field in the −c and +c direc-
tions is characterized by the positive and negative signs, re-
spectively.

At Eq�Epv ,ED, which is the typical case for LiNbO3, the
coupling coefficient can be written 
taking into account Eqs.
�3� and �4�� as

FIG. 1. �Color online� Experimental setup for the observation of
the wide-angle polarization-isotropic PILS in LiNbO3 crystal. Co-
herent illumination is performed by a single beam of extraordinary
polarization �	=532 nm� passing the lenses f1 and f2. The c axis
of the crystal is in the plane of incidence. The scattering is moni-
tored by a photodiode rotating around the crystal, closed in the
black box.
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��c =
2����c�diEpv 
 ED�

	
1 + ���c�di�2� �ne
3r33

�cos �s
in cos��s

in

2
�

+ neno
2r51

�tan �s
in sin �s

in sin��s
in

2
�	 . �6�

It is different along and against the crystal polar axis be-
cause of the diffusion contribution. ��c represents the
maxima of the dependence of the gain factor � versus the
product ��di. In the general case, values ��c�di at which the
function ����di� reaches the extremum are different in �c
directions 
see, i.e., Fig. 6�a� in Ref. 2�. Therewith, the opti-
mal frequency detuning ��c is dependent on the ratio be-
tween the diffusion and photovoltaic field ED /Epv. Figure 2
shows the calculated dependence of ��c�di versus ED /Epv.
The deviation of ��c�di from unity is very small for small
ED /Epv, which is the case at small spatial frequencies: Epv is
independent on the scattering angle, but ED is proportional to
sin �s

in. Assuming ��c�di=1, Eq. �6� can be reduced to

��c =
�Epv�1 


ED

Epv
�

	
�ne

3r33
�cos �s

in cos��s
in

2
�

+ neno
2r51

�tan �s
in sin �s

in sin��s
in

2
�	 . �7�

The photorefractive response in LiNbO3 is rather slow,
with the characteristic response time in the range of �di
=100–104 s depending on the pump intensity. Therefore, for
the case of ��di not far from unity, the values of frequency
detuning should be in the range of �=100–10−4 Hz, respec-
tively.

B. Initial scattering Iso
�(�s)

Since the low-frequency noise plays the key role in the
scattering amplification properties of the initial scattering, it
should also be described in terms of frequency detuning. In
the assumption of a Lorentz dependence of the noise fre-
quency spectrum, the preexponential factor Iso

� in Eq. �1� can
be written as

Iso
� =

Iso

1 + ���c�di�2 . �8�

Here, we assume that only the components of the fre-
quency spectrum corresponding to �−c or �+c are effectively
amplified on gratings K. All other components are sup-
pressed and, therefore, can be neglected in our consideration.
If ��c�di�1, then Iso

� is dependent on the field ratio ED /Epv.
In the limiting case of ��c�di�1, Eq. �8� is reduced to Iso

�

= Iso /2.

C. Effective coupling length leff(�s)

The effective coupling length leff in Eq. �1� is the distance
between the points where the scattering component emerges
from the scattering center and leaves the illuminated area.
The analysis of the thickness dependence of PILS in photo-
refractive crystals shows that the major contribution to the
scattering intensity Is is from a thin region near the input face
of the crystal.20 Therefore, leff can be calculated as

leff =
d

cos �s
in , for �s

in � arctan�wp

2d
� , �9�

leff =
wp

2 sin �s
in , for �s

in � arctan�wp

2d
� , �10�

where d is the crystal thickness and wp is the width of the
pump beam. A decrease of leff with increasing angle in Eq.
�10� means that scattering components propagating at angles
�s

in�arctan�
wp

2d � leave the illuminated area that is already in
the crystal volume. The larger the scattering angle is, the
smaller the effective interaction length is.

D. Photoinduced light scattering method of crystal
characterization

Equations �1�–�10� can be utilized to extract an important
information about photorefractive properties of LiNbO3 from
the scattering intensity distribution. Among such parameters
are the gain factor, photovoltaic, and diffusion fields.

The angular dependence of � can be retrieved from the
initial Iso

���s
in� and stationary Is��s

in� distributions of the scat-
tering intensity measured in the plane of incidence. As fol-
lows from Eq. �1�:

���s
in� =

1

leff��s
in�

ln
Is��s

in�
Iso

���s
in�

, �11�

where Iso
���s

in� and leff��s
in� are taken from Eqs. �8�–�10�, re-

spectively. The photovoltaic Epv��s
in� and diffusion ED��s

in�
fields can be retrieved from Eq. �6� as

FIG. 2. �Color online� Dependence of frequency detuning
��c�di versus the field ratio ED /Epv. Solid and dashed lines corre-
spond to the −c and +c branches.
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Epv =

	��−c+�+c�

2��ne
3r33

�cos �s
in cos��s

in

2
�+neno

2r51
�tan �s

in sin �s
in sin��s

in

2
�	 − ED� 1

1+��−c�di�2 − 1
1+��+c�di�2�

�−c�di

1+��−c�di�2 +
�+c�di

1+��+c�di�2

, �12�

ED =

	��−c−�+c�

2��ne
3r33

�cos �s
in cos��s

in

2
�+neno

2r51
�tan �s

in sin �s
in sin��s

in

2
�	 − Epv
 �−c�di

1+��−c�di�2 −
�+c�di

1+��+c�di�2�
1

1+��−c�di�2 + 1
1+��+c�di�2

, �13�

where �−c and �+c are two branches of ���s
in� measured from Eq. �11�. For ��di�1, these expressions can be reduced to

Epv =
	��−c + �+c�

2�
ne
3r33

�cos �s
in cos� �s

in

2 � + neno
2r51

�tan �s
in sin �s

in sin� �s
in

2 �� , �14�

ED =
	��−c − �+c�

2�
ne
3r33

�cos �s
in cos� �s

in

2 � + neno
2r51

�tan �s
in sin �s

in sin� �s
in

2 �� . �15�

The scattering theory as well as the new PILS method of
material characterization should be valid for doped and un-
doped LiNbO3 crystals. Below, we will show how our ap-
proach can be applied to the most complicated case of un-
doped LiNbO3, where the contributions of diffusion and
photovoltaic effect to the charge transport are comparable,
and the filed ratio ED /Epv strongly varies with the scattering
angle �s.

It should be noted that the proposed approach can be ap-
plied to different photorefractive materials possessing diffu-
sion and/or photovoltaic effect as major contributions to the
electric charge transport, after proper modification of Eqs.
�3�–�7�, as well. The case of dominating diffusion charge
transport �Epv=0� and zero frequency detuning ��=0� was
already discussed at the example of SBN crystals.11

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

The experiment is carried out with as-grown nominally
undoped lithium niobate of the congruently melting compo-
sition. The residual concentration of iron, which is unavoid-
ably present in the crystal due to the growing process, is
NFe=NFe2+ +NFe3+ �1�1017 cm−3. The donor-to-acceptor ra-
tio is NFe2+ /NFe3+ �0.1, typical for an as-grown LiNbO3. This
allows to estimate the saturation field Eq�10 kV /cm,
higher than the diffusion and photovoltaic fields induced in
the transmission recording geometry. The LiNbO3 sample of
a thickness d=3 mm is cut normal to the b axis. The input
and output surfaces of the dimension a�c=6�5 mm2 are
polished to optical quality. The c axis of the sample is ori-
ented parallel to the table shown in Fig. 1. Crystal edges are
short-circuited by conducting silver paste to avoid an accu-
mulation of electric carriers.

The scattering is induced by the extraordinarily polarized
pump beam from the continuous wave frequency-doubled
Nd: yttrium aluminum garnet-laser �	=532 nm� with nor-
mal incidence to the crystal. The beam diameter is reduced to

a diameter of wFWHM=0.4 mm after passing two lenses, f1
and f2. The optical absorption coefficient of the sample is
�532 nm=6.2 m−1.

The light distribution is measured by a Si-PIN photodiode
�in Fig. 1� mounted on a computer-controlled motorized ro-
tation stage. The photodiode runs around the sample in the
plane of incidence in the angular range from −90° to +90°.
The angle �s=0° defines the direction of the transmitted
pump beam. The negative and positive angles correspond to
the negative and positive directions of the c axis. The apex
angle of the measured signal is limited to ��s=0.4° by the
collimation system installed on the photodiode aperture to
protect it from the background noise. In advance, the crystal
and the photodiode are covered by a black box with a small
opening for the pump beam.

First, the initial scattering distribution is measured at a
probing intensity of Ip=1 mW /cm2 of the laser beam, which
is insufficient to induce PILS during a single scan. The re-
sulting intensity distribution Iso��s

in� recalculated to the
angles in the crystal is shown by rectangles in Fig. 3. Then,

FIG. 3. �Color online� Angular intensity distribution of the ini-
tial scattering �rectangles�, PILS pattern �circles�, and pump beam
�solid line�, measured in the plane of incidence.
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the PILS pattern is induced at the pump intensity Ip
=60 W /cm2 for an exposure time of t=60 min. After reach-
ing the steady state, the intensity distribution is again
scanned at a reduced intensity of Ip=1 mW /cm2. The corre-
sponding intensity scan Is��s

in� is shown by circles. The beam
profile Ip��s

in�, measured without the crystal, is shown by the
solid line. All three curves are corrected to the “dark noise”
measured at the closed opening of the black box and normal-
ized to the maximum of the scattering scan. The comparison
of the curves depicted in Fig. 3 shows that the central inten-
sity peak of the Iso��s

in� and Is��s
in� curves corresponds to the

transmitted pump beam, which covers only a small angular
interval ��s

in=2.5° in the center. It is obvious that the sym-
metric distribution of the initial scattering is changed to the
asymmetric PILS profile. Is��s

in� exceeds Iso��s
in� in the −c

direction and at small scattering angles in the +c direction.
At large positive angles, the PILS signal becomes smaller
than the initial scattering. As it will be shown below, the
angular behavior of the scattering can be explained in the
frame of the discussed PILS model.

IV. DISCUSSION

According to the model above, we consider that the inten-
sity profile Is��s

in� is the coherent optical noise amplified due
to the coupling of pump and scattering waves on photore-
fractive gratings at the presence of small frequency detuning
and Eq. �1� can be applied. Therewith, the initial scattering
profile Iso

���s
in� should be calculated from the experimental

curve Iso��s
in� with the help of Eq. �8�. Since the ratio ED /Epv

is not known, the following analysis will be carried out in
two steps: In the first approximation, we assume that the
condition Epv�ED is fulfilled and ��di=1, which is true at
least for small K. Therefore, the initial scattering intensity in
Eq. �1� is Iso

���s
in�= Iso��s

in� /2. Taking leff from Eqs. �9� and
�10�, the coupling coefficient is retrieved from Eq. �11�. The
resulting dependence of � versus the scattering angle �s

in is
shown in Fig. 4 by circles. In the −c direction, the coupling
coefficient increases while in the +c-direction, it decreases.
This approximation gives us an extrapolation for the behav-

ior of ED��s
in� and Epv��s

in�. Angular dependencies of ED and
Epv retrieved from Fig. 4 via Eqs. �14� and �15� are shown by
circles in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The diffusion field cal-
culated from Eq. �5� is shown in Fig. 5 by the solid line. A
good agreement with Eq. �15� is observed at angles �s

in

�10°. For larger angles, a pronounced deviation from the
theory to higher field values is obvious. Taking into account
that the photovoltaic field is independent on the scattering
angle, the fit of the experimental curve Epv��s

in� to a constant
in the angular range �s

in�10° gives Epv=3.7 kV cm−1, as it
is shown by the corresponding solid line in Fig. 6. For larger
angles, the experimental curve decreases significantly.

The extrapolation of the theoretical lines to scattering
angles �s

in�10° allows us to calculate the field ratio ED /Epv
over the entire angular range. The result is shown in Fig. 7.
The field ratio increases to ED /Epv�0.8 at the largest angle
but remains smaller than 0.3 for �s

in�10°, where the best
correlation between the experiment and the theory is found.
The angular dependence of ��c�di calculated with the data
presented in Figs. 2 and 7 is shown in Fig. 8. Over the entire
angular interval, the frequency detuning ��c�di increases
from 0.5 up to 2.1. These changes of ��c�di cause the de-

FIG. 4. �Color online� Angular dependence of the coupling co-
efficient retrieved from Eq. �11� in the assumption of ��c�di=1
�circles� and ��c�di�1 �rectangles�. In the central part influenced
by the pump beam, the curves are dimmed by the gray bar.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Angular dependence of the diffusion field
ED retrieved from Eqs. �15� �circles� and �13� �rectangles�. Parts of
curves influenced by the pump beam at small angles �s

in are dimmed
by the gray bar.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Angular dependence of the photovoltaic
field Epv retrieved from Eqs. �14� �circles� and �12� �rectangles�.
Parts of the curves influenced by the pump beam at small angles �s

in

are dimmed by the gray bar.
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crease in the correction factor Iso
� / Iso 
see Eq. �8�� from 0.8 to

0.2 for −25° ��s
in�25°.

Now, the corrected dependencies of crystal characteristics
can be received in the second approximation. The substitu-
tion of ��c��s

in��di in Eq. �8� provides the modified depen-
dence of the coupling coefficient calculated from Eq. �11�
and shown in Fig. 4 by rectangles. The dependence has the
same behavior as in the first approximation. However, it is
reduced to the maximum value �=14 cm−1 and does not
show negative values in the +c direction because ED /Epv
�1. In its turn, the new dependencies ���s

in� and ��c��s
in��di

applied to Eqs. �12� and �13� lead to considerably improved
dependencies Epv��s

in� and ED��s
in�, as shown by rectangles in

Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. A satisfactory correlation with the
corresponding theoretical curves is obvious almost for the
entire angular interval. Deviations rising at �s

in�20° are,
possibly, due to the increasing error in the detection of weak
scattering signals. The determined photovoltaic field Epv
=3.7 kV cm−1 fits the general trend of the dependence of the
photorefractive response in LiNbO3 on the iron concentra-
tion. Furthermore, according to Ref. 21, the photovoltaic co-
efficient �33 decreases with the decreasing donor concentra-
tion NFe2+, while the specific photoconductivity �ph / Ip is
proportional to NFe2+ /NFe3+. The extrapolation of the corre-
sponding dependencies to the values NFe2+ =1�1016 cm−3

and NFe2+ /NFe3+ =0.1, results in Epv= �0.5–5� kV cm−1 for
	=532 nm. Therefore, the PILS method gives rather reliable
results for the photovoltaic field. At the same time, the dif-
fusion field measured by the PILS method fits very well to
the theory.

V. SUMMARY

The wide-angle polarization-isotropic scattering induced
by a single pump beam of extraordinary polarization is stud-
ied in the undoped as-grown lithium niobate. The PILS
model is considered, which explains the scattering as the
result of 2WM on noisy photorefractive gratings at the pres-
ence of small frequency detuning. The model gives the quali-
tative, as well as quantitative, description of angular proper-
ties of the scattering if the dependence of frequency detuning
on the ratio between the diffusion and photovoltaic fields is
taken into account. Therewith, the new method of the deter-
mination of the angular dependence of the coupling coeffi-
cient � and of the photovoltaic Epv and diffusion ED fields
from the comparative analysis of the initial and steady-state
scattering distributions is proposed. It is shown that the ex-
perimental results are in good agreement with theoretical ex-
pectations for undoped lithium niobate. An ultimate simplic-
ity together with very low requirements to the mechanical
stability of the experimental setup make PILS-based methods
very attractive and powerful tools for the nondestructive and
contactless material characterization of photorefractive crys-
tals. Results of these methods carried out with a doped
LiNbO3 crystals will be represented in our further publica-
tions.
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